
Passwords To Computing A
How A Hamming Code Works
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To them we must add athree bit
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And in this set of bits, there
must be an even number of 1s.
too. Working out the three bia
that will fit these conditions
requires the computer ;o solve
three simurtaneous equations

But let's suppose that Curing
transmission, the third bit frcm
the left is corrupted, i.e. is
flipped from 1 too

If the receiving computer
performs tie first of the three
tests on the data it now fails
because there isan odd number
of is visible. This tells us that
there has teen an error, but we
still don't know which bit was
affected

Similarly, he second test

1 0 0 O produces a false result

However, the data still passes
the third test — an even number
of 1 s is vis ble

4 2 I It is :he co'nbination of tests

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 passed and failed that indicates
the bit in error.or. It we expresss 

a

a
failed test as a 1 and a passed

TRUE FALSE F4LSE
test as a 0. then writing the
results in reverse order, we get
the binary for th-ee — indicating

This principle will still work even if it is one of the that the third bit was cMrrupled,

Hamming bits that gets corrupted. If all three tests fail, and should be fl pped back from

for example, 111 would indicate that the rightmost bit 0 to 1

was corrupt, whereas if all three pass, there has been no
error, This type of correcting code fails mly if there is
mo'e than one error in the seven bits

error occurs in a manuscript, or a crackle
obliterates words in a telephone conversation, it is
often possible to recreate the words by
considering the context of the sentence.
Sometimes we build in extra redundancy for use
in `noisy' environments: the use of `alpha', `bravo',
and 'charlie' in place of `a', `b', and `c' in
radiotelephony, for example.

Suppose that on our computer we send a word
of x bits in length, consisting of y bits of real data
and z redundant bits (i.e. x = y + z). In our
explanation of parity we had a value of seven for y
and one for z. For Hamming codes, z will need to
be proportionately larger. Now let's assume that a
single-bit error can occur in any of the x bits (our z
redundant bits are of course just as prone to error
as the y data bits). If the chance of a bit error in a
word is, say, one in a million, then the chance of
two errors in a word is one in a million million, so
we'll ignore this possibility.

When the data is received at the other end,
there will be x+1 eventualities. Either there will
be no errors, or the first data bit will be in error,
and so on up to the xth bit. Now, with z redundant
bits we can represent 2 Z situations, so that for the
word to be proof against one bit error:

2' > y+z+1

Similarly, out of these four there

1 1 0 O must be an even number of 1s

If y is seven (for ASCII codes), then z will need to
be four. If y is four (as in our example in the
panel) then z will need to be three. However, if y is
16 then z need be increased only to 5. It follows
that Hamming codes are far more efficient for
longer word-lengths than for short ones.

In a Hamming code, each of the redundant bits
acts as an even-parity check on a different
combination of bits in the word. If any bit is
flipped in transmission then one or more of the
check bits will be wrong and the combination of
these bits will point to the erroneous bit in the
word (see example). The receiving computer's
software can then simply flip that bit back again.

The key to the way that Hamming codes work
is the different combinations of bits upon which
each Hamming bit acts as a parity check. The total
number of bits is effectively divided into several
different but overlapping sets — devised so that
no two bits appear in the same combination of
sets. The receiving computer performs parity
checks on the same sets as the sending device did
to create the Hamming code. If any one of the
bits, including the Hamming bits, has been flipped
in transmission, then one or more of these sets will
not pass the parity test. The combination of tests
failed points to a unique bit.

Some computers employ Hamming codes
even for their internal memory operations. When
this is the case, it is possible to remove one whole
RANI chip and watch the computer continue to
function! Some military computers take the
principle of redundancy to the extreme of
duplicating every single component in the
computer, and comparing the results from the two
halves after each operation.
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